
 

Rules 

There are two ways in which zombies appear: As counters and as revealed zombies. 

Counters: The enforcers have just a slight idea of that something moves around this 

position but can’t definitely say what it is.  

Revealed zombies: If a zombie counter ends up within 18” and within line of sight of any 

enforcer then it is revealed at the end of the phase. If an Enforcer charges a counter then 

it is revealed. The Enforcer can’t change his mind after the reveal. If a counter moves 

into base contact then it is revealed. Roll a D6: 1-4 Weak Zombie, 5 Crawler or Explosive, 

6 Runner or Tough Zombie.  When 6 of the special zombies have entered the table then 

the next time a 5 or 6 is rolled the Zombie Ogryn will appear. 

Zombie Profiles 

 M WS BS S T W A I Ld Equipment 
Tough Highest of 2D6 2 0 3 4 1 1 1 3 None 
Weak Highest of 2D6 2 0 3 2 1 1 1 3 None 
Runner 2D6 2 0 3 2 1 1 1 3 None 
Crawler 1D6 2 0 3 2 1 1 1 3 None 
Ogryn Highest of 2D6 3 0 4 4 3 1 1 3 Two handed weapon 
Walker 6 2 0 6 7 5 1 1 3 Jigsaw and claw 
 

Undead: Zombies cannot be pinned. 
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It came from the roof: Zombies may try to jump off roof tops. Since zombies already 

lack of physical skills a fall doesn’t matter too much. A fall of up to 7” will only cause one 

S3 hit to any zombie. If the zombie survives it must stop. Only revealed zombies can 

make his heroic move. 

Up, left, down – who cares?: Zombies have no penalties for climbing ladders or 

crossing difficult terrain. 

Plague: If an enforcer is the last downed enforcer model in a close combat by a zombie 

then it is not removed. Place the enforcer prone and all zombies in base contact must 

remain in place. In the next zombie close combat phase place a plague counter on the 

model for each zombie in base contact. Then roll a D6, if the result is higher than 6 – 

counters then the enforcer is infected and will turn into a zombie immediately. Note that 

while the enforcer is placed prone he will still count as closest target for other zombies. 

Other enforcers can shoot at zombies in base contact with the strayshoot rule. If another 

enforcer gets in to base contact with the zombies then they are erupted. If the downed 

enforcer passes all the tests and all zombies are removed or have another enforcer in 

base contact then the enforcer stands up with a flesh wound in the recovery phase. Make 

a note of how many counters the enforcer accumulated and start from there next time 

he is down in the same way. 

The Walker 

The walker is a huge working robot normally manned by a human. In those days one of 

the former drivers continues his duty after death. The walker is a large target. When 

shooting at the walker there is a chance to hit the driver.  Roll a D6 after a hit has been 

determined on a result of 6 (5-6 if the shooter uses a monosight) the driver is hit. 

Resolve the hit against him instead of the walker. Otherwise resolve the hit against the 

walker. The driver counts as a weak zombie. 

The walker can only move where it has sufficient space ie on roads and open areas and 

not I buildings or in narrow passages. It will always move towards close target which 

can be reached. If there is no such target then move just towards he closest target. 

If the walker ends his movement in base contact with a carwreck then it can make a 

special throw car action in the shooting phase. It has a range of 5”. Place the car wreck 

on the closest enforcer model within 5” and roll the artillery die and scatter die to see 

where it lands. On a misfire the walker throws the car on itself. The car will cause a S7 

D6 wounds hit without armor saves. 

Jigsaw and Claw: Counts as two handweapons which ignores armor saves. 

It is possible to direct attacks against the driver with a -2 WS modifier. Shock mauls have 

no additional effect against hit to the walker. 

Cause fear. 



Zombie Ogryn 

The Zombie Ogryn is treated exactly as a normal zombie. 

Explosive zombies 

When a zombie carrying explosives is wounded it explodes on a roll of 4+ causing one S4 

hit one every model within 3”.  

Crawlers 

When a counter including a crawler is revealed it’s places 1D6” closer to the revealing 

model. 

 

The turn 

1. Enforcer Movement 

2. Enforcer shooting 

3. Zombie reaction: If any of the Enforcers have opened unsilenced fire then all of 

the zombie counters will move 3” towards the closest shooter (6” if the counter 

can draw line of sight to the target). 

4. Enforcer Close Combat 

5. Enforcer Recovery  

6. Zombie Movement: Move all revealed zombies. After all revealed zombies have 

been moved then move Zombie counters as follows. All counters behind and on 

the same row as the first enforcer moves 3” towards closest target shortest 

possible route. (6” if the counter can draw line of sight to the target). 

7. Zombie shooting 

8. Zombie Close Combat 

9. Zombie Recovery 

10. Zombie Spawn: If the enforcers have entered a new tile then spawn zombie 

counters in all the adjacent tiles (counting corner to corner as adjacent) if no 

zombies have been spawned there previously. If the first row behind the last 

Enforcer model is empty then spawn one zombie counter in D3 random tiles on 

that row. If both the first and second row is empty then the zombie counter is 

spawned in the second one and so on. Spawning locations in the tile is 

determined by the scenario. 

Terrain 

Sewers: The sewer canal is not the place you want to end up swimming in. Anyway the 

shallow water is still possible to cross. Running is not possible in the canal. When 

entering the canal roll a D6. On a roll of 6 something happens, roll again. 



1. I saw something! The model must pass a Ld-test to continue moving otherwise it 

must remain stationary where it tried to enter. 

2. I shot something! The model must make a ammo roll for his main weapon an may 

not do anything else that turn. 

3. Slip! As fast as the model enters the canal he slips and is moved downstreams 

1D6” if not stopped by an obstacle. If this takes the model off the board it is 

counted as out of action. 

4. Bad slip! As fast as the model enters the canal he suffers a S3 hit, slips and is 

moved downstreams 1D6” if not stopped by an obstacle. If this takes the model 

off the board it is counted as out of action. 

5. I felt something! The model is pulled down by something under the water. The 

model must pass a strength test to not go be downed. 

6.  I really felt som… The model is pulled down by something under the water. The 

model must pass a strength test with a -1 penalty to not go out of action. If he 

passes the he is downed. 

If a model is down at the start of the turn then he must pass a toughness test or go out of 

action. 

A fall into the sewers will only cause one wound with a -1S modifier. 

1. Zombies entering the canal take the same test ignoring results of 1 and 2. I felt 

something! The model is pulled down by something under the water. The model 

must pass a strength test to not go be downed. 

 

Enforcers 

Medpack: If an Enforcer downed or flesh wounded and not in base contact with any 

zombie then he can use his medpack in the recovery phase only with the help of a 

friendly model in base contact. A downed model may stand up and a flesh wounded 

model ignores the effects of his wounds. The effects off Plague is not effected. The 

medpack only works once. 

Extra Ammo: The enforcer ignores his first ammo roll for his main weapon.  

Sgt Arthony Trimmer 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld 

4 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8 

Equipment: Knife, Laspistol with Silencer and Extra Clip, Medpack, Mesh armour. 

Privates stat line 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld 

4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8 



 

Pvt Aean War 

Equipment: Knife, Laspistol, Heavy Stubber with Extra ammobox, Medpack, Mesh armour. 

Pvt Julien Sharp 

Equipment: Knife, Laspistol, Shotgun with Extra shells, Manstopper shells, Medpack, Mesh 

armour. 

Pvt Hendri Braggs 

Equipment: Knife, Lasgun with Mono sight and Extra clip, Medpack, Mesh armour. 

Pvt Aleksi Zeebor 

Equipment: Power Maul, Supression Shield, Medpack, Mesh armour. 

  



Sgt Arthony Trimmer 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld 

4 4 4 3 3 1 4 1 8 

 

Equipment: Knife, Laspistol with Silencer and Extra Clip, Medpack, Mesh armour (5+). 

 Short Long Short Long Strength Damage Save M Ammo  Spec 
Laspistol 0-8 8-16 +1 - 3 1 - 2+  
 

  



Pvt Aean War 

 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld 

4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8 

 

Equipment: Knife, Laspistol, Heavy Stubber with Extra ammobox, Medpack, Mesh armour. 

 Short Long Short Long Strength Damage Save 
M 

Ammo  Spec 

Laspistol 0-8 8-16 +1 - 3 1 - 2+  
Heavy 
stubber 

0-20 20-40 - - 4 1 -1 4+ SF(2) 

 

  



Pvt Julien Sharp 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld 

4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8 

 

Equipment: Knife, Laspistol, Shotgun with Extra shells, Manstopper shells, Medpack, Mesh 

armour. 

 Short Long Short Long Strength Damage Save 
M 

Ammo  Spec 

Laspistol 0-8 8-16 +1 - 3 1 - 2+  
Shotgun 
Manstopper 

0-4 4-18 +1 - 4 1 - 4+ Knock 
back 

 

  



 

 

Pvt Hendri Braggs 

M WS BS S T W I A Ld 

4 3 3 3 3 1 3 1 8 

 

Equipment: Knife, Lasgun with Mono sight and Extra clip, Medpack, Mesh armour. 

 Short Long Short Long Strength Damage Save M Ammo  Spec 
Laspistol 0-8 8-16 +1 - 3 1 - 2+  
Lasgun 0-8 8-24 +1 - 3 1 - 4+  

 

  



Pvt Aleksi Zeebor 

Equipment: Power Maul, Supression Shield, Medpack, Mesh armour. 

Shock Maul: S5, -2 Save. If a model is wounded by the shock maul it is out of action. 

 


